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Book reviews

Fetal and Postnatal Cellular Growth. By DONALD
B. CHEEK. (Pp. xii + 538; illustrated + tables.
,£16-00). Chichester: Wiley. 1975.

Don Cheek's second book is mainly a compendious
account of the late fetal and early postnatal growth of
about 40 monkeys, expressed quantitatively in terms of
tissue composition and organ weights. The results of
experiments, both nutritional and hormonal, are

examined by the same methods; and particular emphasis
is given this time to the developing brain. The 'take
home' message constantly reiterated throughout the
book is that the usual laboratory animals are of little
relevance to man compared with subhuman primates,
especially when it comes to investigating environmental
influences on physical brain growth and development.

I believe that Cheek has missed the point of animal
experiment in some major fundamental respects, and
that he seriously underestimates the essential continuum
from fetal to postnatal life. Along with many others,
he had been misled by the self-evident truth that revo-

lutionary changes do take place in some parts of the
respiratory and cardiovascular systems at the time of
birth due to the event of birth: but though these abrupt
changes are vital to the continuing survival of the fetus
into postnatal life, just as is the induction of new enzyme
systems by the new postnatal experience, the majority of
growth and development (especially of the brain) is
largely uninfluenced by the event of normal birth; and
therefore for these purposes fetuses are not different from
postnatal animals. In spite of the great differences be-
tween the postnatal and fetal environment, growth curves

of most structural parameters in most tissues proceed
from fetal life, through normal birth, and into postnatal
life with scarcely a ripple to mark the birth climacteric.
The evidence for this is the extraordinary range of
developmental stages at which normal, term birth occurs
in different species, from the rat normally born at a

stage equivalent to the midterm human fetus to the
guinea pig, lamb, or calf normally born at stages equiva-
lent to those of the human preschool child. This has
no discernible effect on their various tissue growth
curves, most ofwhich are indistinguishable in shape from
the human, provided one ignores the difference in
timing of birth along the way.

If this general thesis has any merit, any developmental
thinking which is based on the proposal that the de-
veloping fetus of one species can be compared with that
of another, and that the fetus is absolutely different in its
development from the developing postnatal organism,

is doomed, since it will always be easy to show (as
Cheek does) that fetal rat growth curves are different
from fetal guinea pig or monkey ones, and so the wrong
conclusions will be drawn. Equally, undernutrition in
the fetal rat will inevitably have quite different effects
from that in the fetal monkey, since the effects are
related to the events of normal development and not
to the age from birth. As it happens, the term monkey
is surprisingly far in advance of the term baby, as
Cheek's data confirm, and therefore in these matters
the monkey is not much closer to the human than is the
rat, in the opposite direction. This does not mean
that animal species cannot help an understanding of
man, but that the interspecies extrapolations must be
carefully and properly made.
Thus, if animal experiments are to be done to eluci-

date problems of human development, it is important
to distinguish two quite different but equally valid
purposes of animal experiment. One is the straight
attempt to mimic the human condition with an animal
model: and for this purpose monkeys are not as good
as all that because of their greater maturity at birth.
The other, provided stages of growth (and not ages
from birth) are compared between species, is the
experiment set up deliberately to hold as many factors as
possible constant so that a single influence (like nutri-
tion) can be 'dissected out'. The fact that the latter
type of experiment is unrealistic as a mimic-model is its
real strength in helping to disentangle multifactorial
aetiology.

Unfortunately, in implying that fetal and postnatal
developmental curves are interrupted by birth and can
be analysed discontinuously, and by finding as a conse-
quence large but biologically unmeaningful differences
between fetal monkeys, fetal rats, and fetal humans,
Cheek continues to undermine our confidence in animal
experiment as a means of elucidating pressing human
problems. This is a pity, since many problems cannot
be elucidated in any other way, and monkeys are as
useful as (though more expensive than) rats. His
voluminous data on developing monkeys are extremely
valuable, though sparse in terms of numbers of subjects;
and some of the chapters from his collaborators (especi-
ally those on placental development by Donald Hill)
are first class. It is a great pity the general underlying
philosophy is so mistaken.

Both paediatricians and obstetricians are strongly
recommended to read this book, but please will they
continue to draw their own conclusions and not passively
accept them either from Don Cheek or from me?
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